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ACROSS 

1. Team court game not using ball made of wicker. (6) 

1. Agar fed not one file consolidation. (6) 

1. Burning down a man from Gor’s big city. (5) 

1. Ale men risk damage to tooth surface. (6) 

5. The French lose the end of a leg. (2) 

5. Anger over last part of a blaze. (3) 

6. Quidditch player takes a licking. (6) 

6. Switch and explore a Windows UI. (4) 

6. 70s rock without our glamour. (4) 

6. Dog talk found in two of the best. (4) 

7. Confused Shakespearean king not a fake. (4) 

7. It will include serge, denim, gabardine. (5) 

7. Hair extension set few back, in part. (4) 

8. Emergency room hesitation. (2) 

8. A short sword handle to the rear. (3) 

9. Silk fabric for reformed saint. (5) 

9. Wise bird hits a new low. (3) 

9. 50 cents to the leader of the European Union. (2) 

9. Lexical analyser shoves backside in public relations. (6) 

10. Chaotic evil psionic monster super user. (2) 

10. Cloth maker fits top of wig to headless aquatic rodent. (6) 

11. Plus a confused father. (3) 

12. Fiddler lives in one room. (4) 

12. He replaced top of violin with a warp shifter. (6) 

13. A named reveller of Dionysus. (6) 

14. Strong light permutes the reals. (5) 

 

DOWN 

1. Meat - mmm! (3) 

1. Spanish donkey west of a rabbit hole. (6) 

1. A hit to destroy self-confidence. (5) 

1. Vacuum flask takes a penny to remove distortion. (6) 

2. Fill up on one-on-one referee combat, lost in the middle. (6) 

2. Murder in task ill advised. (4) 

2. Compass points make current events. (4) 

2. A river, or a rose? (6) 

3. Referee ums and ahs, sends decision to video replay. (6) 

3. The Mesozoic and Paleozoic are back in time. (3) 

3. French rocket indeterminate in area. (6) 

3. Placed bottom before sun. (3) 

4. A hot head to strengthen steel. (6) 

4. Starts with Genesis, ends with Lot. (2) 

4. Not “no-melt”. (6) 

4. Cheese shredder says it’s child friendly. (6) 

5. Pine leaf used for knitting. (6) 

5. A note in the city of angels. (2) 

6. Pink parrot loses tail at a party. (4) 

7. More obnoxious ship steerer loses five hundred. (5) 

8. Old Italian price for returned pomegranate kernel. (4) 

8. Little mixed up female sheep. (3) 

10. The Don gives affirmative signal. (3) 

11. Last bits of hula hoops and yo-yos seen on TV. (3) 

11. Emily names a measure of character. (2) 

13. District attorney visits Russia? Yes! (2) 
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